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Driving and Meby Rex Romaine BahrThis book is designed to be used with drivers education

schools to add more knowledge about driving.This book is about defensive driving. In this

book, the author explains about different types of vehicles, tires and fuel. The trick is to DRIVE

TO SURVIVE. A lot of drivers seem intent on killing themselves and others. The main problem

is amateurs driving that should never have been allowed to get a license.It is up to you to

watch out for numbers one and two – you and me.When you study and read this book you may

want to take notes to refresh your mind from time to time. GOOD LUCK AND GOOD

READINGAbout the AuthorRex Romaine Bahr is the author of Migraines and Me and a patent

holder number 6446422. He was raised on a farm in Nebraska.Now retired, Bahr worked at the

DuPont Company as a heavy industrial mechanic. The DuPont Company is the safest

company in the world. Bahr was taught how to be safe at all times. He was taught to be a safe

driver, how to check the vehicle’s lights and how to drive when it was foggy.

From BooklistThe Teen’s Guides series is devoted to providing manageable information on a

variety of diseases and social issues that affect teenagers. In all the books, each chapter

begins with a scenario, followed by information and advice, and sidebars throughout answer

specific questions on the topic. The final chapter of each book offers practical suggestions and

advice. Back matter includes a list of relevant organizations, a comprehensive glossary and

index, and plenty of additional books and online resources. The quality of the individual books

varies. In Living with Sports Injuries, Stark and Bowers try to cover so much varied information

that the book at times reads like an annotated list of injuries. Still, the series’ friendly, easy-to-

read approach serves an important function, and these books will help teens, parents,

teachers, and others with teen-related health questions find reliable, accessible information.

Grades 9-12. --Miriam Aronin --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorClifford

D. Stark, D.O., is medical director of sports medicine at Chelsea Piers as well as assistant

director of orthopedics and sports medicine and assistant professor at Columbia University/

New York-Presbyterian Family Medicine. He earned his D.O. at the University of Health

Sciences College of Osteopathic Medicine in Kansas City, Missouri, followed by an internship

at the Medical College of Virginia. Stark was awarded the Primary Care Sports Medicine

Fellowship at Crozer-Keystone Health System in 2000-2001. He is board-certified by the

American Academy of Family Physicians and holds a certificate of added qualifications in

sports medicine. He has extensive sports medicine experience with high school and college

athletes in football, wrestling, soccer, baseball, hockey, basketball, martial arts, running, and

gymnastics.Elizabeth Shimer Bowers writes about health for books, magazines, and Web sites.

She was the lead author on Natural Hormone Solutions and Natural Calm, and has done

writing and research for more than 25 other health books, including Prevention's Maximum

Immunity; Reader's Digest 1,801 Home Remedies; The Women Doctors' Guide to Health and

Healing; and Get Well, Stay Well. Her articles have been published in Prevention, Runner's

World, and Philadelphia, among other periodicals. Bowers is a copywriter and copyeditor for

the National Women's Health Resource Center. She lives in Lansdowne, Pennsylvania. --This

text refers to the paperback edition.
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DRIVING and METHIS IS WHAT YOU MUST LEARN AND PASS ON.WHEN YOU ARE

DRIVING ON A FOUR ‘4’ LANE AND SOMEONE OR THING IS COMING FROM THE RIGHT

AND YOU ARE IN THE RIGHT LANE IT IS NOT SAFE FOR YOU TO STOP TO LET THEM

PROCEED AS THE VEHICLE IN THE LEFT LANE MAY NOT STOP, AND MOST DO NOT AS

THEY MAY NOT BE ABLE TO SEE THE PERSON OR THING AND THE PERSON OR

THING MAY GO ON INTO THE NEXT LANE AND GET HIT. SO, THE REVERSE IS TRUE IN

THAT IF YOU ARE IN THE LEFT LANE AND SOMEONE OR THING IS COMING TOWARDS

YOU ON YOUR LEFT TO CROSS THE STREET LEFT TO RIGHT AND YOU STOP THE

PERSON OR THING MAY GO OUT INTO THE PATH OF THE VEHICLE ON YOUR RIGHT

AND GET HIT. WHEN A VEHICLE IS STOPPED, YOU NEED TO SLOW DOWN TO SEE WHY

THEY ARE STOPPED.Here is where the law is very bad, in that the person who stops in traffic

does not get a ticket and this holds true for the IDIOTS who stop in traffic to let people pull in. I

have seen really bad accidents here in Poortland Oregoon because of this unsafe practice.This

is NOT a book to teach you to DRIVE, it is to TRY to teach you how to THINK.Even a

MONKEY can be taught to drive but rarely do they THINK about driving, as far as I know.When

you get to the stage you can drive a standard transmission, known as a STICK SHIFT you are

on your way to being a good driver.

Buying a VehicleYou want to buy a vehicle that has a place for your CELL PHONE, I-PAD.

LAPTOP, SOME FOOD AND DRINK, YOUR MEDICAL SUPPLIES, if need be, and a place to

put your valuables out of sight and a TRASH receptacle. These are to be in a location that if

you are in an accident these things do not go flying and injure your head or body. The shift

mechanism is to be where the driver has total control and where others cannot reach it very

easy, like the Push Button transmission of the nineteen fifty-six ‘1956’ Dodge. I had a chance to

get into a 2015 Lincoln and it has a PUSHBUTTON TRANSMISSION, BUT it is in the center of

the dash where others can activate it, very DANGEROUS if it can be activated at speed.You do

not want anything protruding in the passenger compartment that may break your leg or worse if



you are in an accident. The government has required that switches not be protruding where

they can do damage but they leave a lot of other dangerous protrusions in vehicles. The worst

is the shifter between the seat as these can really do damage to you when there is an accident.

They also hinder the rescuers trying to get a person out of the front seat if they are pinned

in.You want to avoid TOUCH SCREEN as much as possible as they are very dangerous if the

driver is trying to use them while driving. These should be locked out at thirty-five Miles Per

hour, ’35 MPH’. Yesterday, October 20, 2014 I was talking to a Portland Oregon LEO, Law

Enforcement Officer and he said the local Police department was not going to buy cars

anymore for LEO duty.He said they were buying SUV, Sport Utility Vehicle and he thinks it is

because the new cars have too much junk and are not tough enough to take the rigors of

Police work. I wrote to the Mexican Government and suggested they get with Checker to use

their patents and make a LEO ONLY vehicle. That is, they would not have anything installed as

to what is needed for LEOS and what they need would be installed by them. I suggested an all-

wheel drive with a small V-8 engine with a blower, supercharger, this way they would perform

well and at all altitudes and get good mileage. This is why the German planes could out race

and climb faster that British and American planes, as they had turbocharger’s. Turbochargers

are driven by the hot exhaust whereas the superchargers are driven by a belt off the

crankshaft.The exhaust noise you hear from an internal combustion engine is wasted

energy. At the end of this book is my REX engine made mostly with CERAMIC and does not

have wasted energy.General Electric made the turbochargers for the P-38 Lighting and other

aircraft and is why they were chosen to make jet engines for the first jet aircraft of the United

States, the P-80 and the trainer was the T-33. General Electric still builds most all of the jet

engines for United States planes. The ‘P’ of the P-80 is for PURSUIT. The engine that exploded

when I ducked under it on a RB-47-E, in the summer of nineteen fifty-seven, 1957, was

Studebaker, made under license from GE. The mechanic that worked on the engine misplaced

a bolt and he did not tell us so when number one was running it came loose and into the

engine. This mechanic also almost caused another RB-47-E to crash and the Air Force did

nothing to him. He was working on number six ‘6’ engine of one of these planes and he did not

install the anti-rotation pin correctly. It is to be installed front to back, then a pin put in it and that

pin is safety wired so it cannot come out. He put it in back to front and did not even put the

safety pin in it and it came out on takeoff and the engine went vertical in front of the wing. The

only thing that saved the plane and crew was a very good pilot and the design of the B-47 as it

has flapper-ons that spill when the control is turned to the extreme.Spill means, kill the lift and

is what the spoilers do when a commercial plane lands and you can see them pop up on the

top of the wings and this is to kill the lift so the brakes work. If I was in charge he would have

gotten a dishonorable discharge and a court-martial. I now have Veterans Disability because of

PTSD. Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, Panic Disorder with Laryngospasm because of his

stupidity.Some of the large General Electric Jet Engines have been exploding as of two

thousand and sixteen, ‘20016’ during spool up to hundred percent ‘100%’ power for takeoff.Do

you know the difference of an ENGINE and a MOTOR? An Engine creates its energy whereas

a Motor uses energy from an outside source. That is why they are called a GAS or STEAM

ENGINE and an ELECTRIC MOTOR. Do not get confused as there are many different fuels for

an engine. Buy a vehicle that is about two ‘2’ years old and from the company that sells the

vehicle you are interested in. This shows that the previous owner was sort of satisfied with it

and most of the problems have been fixed but even so, problems still crop up from time to time,

and make sure everything works as it should. I bought a nineteen ninety-six ‘1996’ Fleetwood

Cadillac and the heater did not work and it still does not work and I have had it six ‘6’ years and



this is 2014.You DO NOT want to buy one that is about a year or less old as that shows the

owner was not happy with the vehicle, but one a few years old shows that the owner was

somewhat happy with it and rich enough to trade so it may have been well cared for.When you

buy a vehicle, you do not need to buy an extended warranty because they start the day you

buy the vehicle and it is better to put the money in savings for when your vehicle does give

trouble. It should be that all companies that build vehicles must fix everything for one hundred

thousand, 100,000, miles.My friend who sold insurance said INSURANCE is the worse

investment a person can make. He did not say if LIFE Insurance fell into this category and I did

not ask and this is why Warren Buffett has many insurance companies. Buy a vehicle that you

can see the rearview mirror through the windshield while you are in the driver’s seat. This is

important as you do not want to turn your head to look back when you are in traffic or driving

fast plus the windshield has DEFROST so you can use the mirror when it is cold, again like the

1956 Dodge, and most trucks and busses. You can get a mirror that attaches to the windshield

just to the left of your line of sight, called an AUTOBAHN MIRROR so you can look into your

blind area without turning your head, because you do not want to turn your head when you are

driving a HUNDRED ‘100’ MILES AND HOUR OR MORE. I buy a mirror called a BABY mirror

and I either put these on the windshield or the dash focused in such a way I can see out my left

window without turning my head.The nineteen fifty-six ‘1956’ Dodge and this is the car that the

nineteen fifty-seven, 1957, Chevrolet was patterned after. Notice how the mirrors are in front of

the windshield. The secretary of transportation should get a law passed that all vehicles must

have mirrors that are usable by looking through the windshield. You will notice that Trucks and

busses have mirrors so the driver can see back while looking forward and on the side for close

quarter maneuvering. If I were designing mirrors the top would be much larger to help avoid

ICE and water on the mirror. This would have an opening where air can come in and the hood

on top would have a curve to direct the air down onto the mirror to help remove the ice and

water like some vehicles have to direct air onto the rear window.Under the hood ornament of

the 56 Dodge there is an opening for cool air for the engine as cool air creates more POWER.

These cars are very tough and stable at high speeds. They have four ‘4’ drawbacks. The choke

is a hot-tube type and will choke too much when the engine is warm and sometimes the tube

will get plugged. Mud Etc. collects above the headlights and causes this area to rust out and

dirt and trash gets behind the chrome where it comes down onto the body from the roof near

the fin. The nineteen fifty-six ‘1956’ Dodge is not lit so it can be seen from the sides and this is

a major drawback of most cars, even the most expensive ones. It has two ‘2’ doors inside that

can be opened so you can recirculate the air so the interior heats up fast and it helps defrost

the windshield as most of them did not have air-conditioning and if they did the engineers had

not designed them to direct air-conditioned air onto the windshield yet like the modern cars of

today. These doors were also opened so air could come into the cabin from the outside when

the car is moving. I disconnect the air conditioner compressor of my two-thousand one ‘2001’

S-10 in the winter so I can use maximum recirculate air without the compressor running.The 56

Dodge heater was controlled by a temperature pickup that controlled a valve in the hot water

line to the heater in that it would control how much flow would go through the heater coils and

this valve rarely worked. Another drawback was the fact that the lights and heater control was

on a raised area right in front of the driver’s knees so if they were in an accident they surely

would injure the knees. A poor design on the nineteen fifty-seven ‘1957’ Chevy was the air

intake was right above the headlights. If you happened to get behind a jacked-up vehicle with

dual pipes the fumes came right into the cab of the car.When you trade vehicles, the saying is,

WE GIVE THEM OURS WHILE WE BUY THEIRS. That is, we are allowed so much for ours



that they think they can sell it for wholesale so do not expect very much for yours. If you do

some fixing on yours or try to help your mechanic, you can ask the people at a salvage yard

about the problem that is being fixed, mainly body work as the designers hide fasteners so they

do not show and they are hard to find.The governments of the world should force all vehicle

manufactures to fix everything that fails for the first one hundred thousand, 100,000 miles.

When the defrost is on of some vehicles, they have a LITTLE air directed to the side windows

to defrost the window so the driver can use the mirrors, and note I said LITTLE as they do not

have enough flow to do any good. When the air is directed to come out the dash vents, you can

close the center dash vents to force more out the side mirrors vents and turn these so they

direct the hot air onto the side windows. In nineteen fifty-five ‘1955’ when I was stationed at

Forbes Air Force Base at Topeka Kansas and did not have a car so I hitched a ride to town.

There was a buddy of the driver, stopped on highway seventy-seven, ‘77’ so he stopped and

the man had run out of fuel. The driver I was with pushed the car to a service station about four

‘4’ miles ahead of us. The driver was pushing this car at fifty 50’ miles an hour and I was very

scared to say the least. There is no way you could push or get pushed with the junk they make

nowadays, in two-thousand and sixteen ‘2016’REMEMBER the taller the vehicle the least

stable it is, that is, a tall vehicle has a high center of gravity and will roll over much easier that a

vehicle low to the ground and side wind does not bother them as much. The tall vehicles have

more drag so they use more fuel and this is exponentially as the speed increases. That is, the

faster you go; the worse will be your fuel mileage. The oversize wheels are very dangerous for

the same reason and the oversize wheels are too large for the brake surface so stopping is

longer and harder.There was a case in Washington State where a Van had oversize wheels on

and when the driver made a slight left curve both right wheels collapsed. These wheels are not

guaranteed and are not safe to have on a vehicle. The crash killed two ‘2’ young boys so the

parents took the wheel manufacturer to court. The case was thrown out of court because there

were ten ‘10’ people in an eight ‘8’ person van. If the driver was sued I do not know but as he

was a minor, I do not think so.In about 1970 the Kansas attorney general, with my prodding

tried to get special registration for the JACKED-UP VEHICLES because of the wheels being

too large for the brake surface and the bumpers are at an illegal height. This was to have the

insurance companies charge more for their coverage. We did not have any luck so there are

still dangerous vehicles driving in Kansas.  

Windshield WipersLook where the windshield wipers are and if there is a big ledge below the

wipers; avoid this vehicle if you are going to be in snow. Snow will pack here and freeze and

may cause the wiper motor to burn out and some vehicles have this area heated because of

this but most do not and if I were designing a vehicle that had wipers with washer I would heat

the washer fluid. In some vehicles, the wiper will park in such a way that they are out of the

wind stream and if there is hard packed snow or ice where they park that may burn out the

wiper motor when they try to park. This type of parking is to keep them from flying up at high

speeds and some have extra material to help hold them down at high speeds. In the winter, be

very careful that you do not shut the engine off when the wipers are running and have not shut

off and parked, because they will stop on the windshield and if it is cold they will freeze in that

position. Then when you turn the ignition switch on the wiper will try to move and it cannot and

this sometimes causes the wiper motor to burn out and this is not a cheap fix. When the wipers

are getting a little age on them, buy one ‘1’ or more of the size you need and remove the one

on the passenger side and the one on the driver’s side. Put the one you took off of the driver’s

side onto the passenger’s side and the new one on the driver’s side. If the wipers chatter you



can fix this by bending the arm a little. You do this by watching very closely which wiper is

doing the most chattering and in which direction. Say if the left side is chattering on the

upswing, coming from the center to the outside do this. When it is close to extreme left shut off

the ignition so it stops far left. Now by using an adjustable wrench adjust it so it barely slides

onto the wiper arm. With the arm, out and the wrench on, bend, put some pressure down,

counter clockwise. Now take the wrench off, turn the switch on and push the washer as the

wiper will move as soon as the switch is turned on. It should not chatter, but if it does work on it

some more and be sure to note for sure which wiper is causing the chatter. Once I was driving

south of Topeka Kansas and I stopped for fuel and to take a break. There was a new nineteen

seventy ‘1970’ Cadillac people were working on out in the rain. The windshield wipers were not

working. I watched for a few minutes then I lifted the right wiper up out of the grove below the

park stop and they started working. I was offered a reward but I refused because I see these

things without thinking.In about nineteen fifty-seven ‘1957’ I went to my friendly service station

to get fuel and no one came out so I went inside and they were in the shop working on a car so

I went out there. The mechanic was racing the engine so I asked them what was the problem.

Someone said the generator is not working. So, I said, HAVE YOU NOTICED THE FAN IS NOT

TURNING? Wouldn’t you think that a mechanic would notice they were not getting a lot of air in

the face? You see the generator, in those days is turned by a belt that drives the fan. This is

one of the reason I do not like the serpentine belts of now days as we cannot cut a belt that is

causing problems and is not needed for running.I was outside my house at fifty twenty-seven

south-west twenty-fifth street, ‘5027 SW 25th St.’ in Topeka Kansas when I noticed some

people working on a car across the street so I went over to help out. They said the starter was

not working and wanted a battery jump. I reached in and blew the horn and it was plenty load

so I knew the battery and connections were fine. I watched under the hood while I asked one of

them to try the starter and I noticed the belt on the air-conditioner compressor strain and the

clutch of the compressor was not engaged so I asked if they used the Air-conditioner and when

one said no, I asked if it was alright if I cut the belt to the air-conditioner and he said it was ok

to cut it, so I cut it. Then had him try the starter and the engine started right up, so now you

know why I do not like serpentine belts as they are one belt driving everything, PROBLEM!
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